Heavy Duty Sauna Range
Unique Features
The heavy duty range of saunas are built for commercial use and include
a number of features that will reduce maintenance, running costs and
prolong the life of the cabin.

Double Insulated Wall Panel

All wall panels are filled with Rockwool and lined with an aluminium
sheet to provide two layers of insulation improving efficiency, reducing
the energy requirements and prolonging the life of the heater.
The base is treated with a water resistant tanking solution so that the
cabin does not absorb water when the floors are cleaned with mop and
bucket.
The hidden nail profile of the knot free spruce panels creates a clean
flawless internal finish to the cabin.
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Heavy Duty Cabin Section

Cool air is drawn in from beneath the heater through the vent panel
behind. The hot air circulates by rising up to the ceiling then falling down
through the benches.

Wall panel section
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Heavy Duty Sauna Range
Unique Features
Floor Standing Heater

An extra heavy duty free standing sauna heater in stainless steel.
Built for day long operation and equipped with Long life incalloy
elements, features an extra large 25kg rock basket.

Thicker bench timber

25mm thick Spruce timber is used in the heavy duty
range to give a more durable and stronger benches.

Example heat damage behind sauna heater

Heat resistant panels

To avoid scorching of the timber panel
behind the heater unit all heavy duty cabins
are supplied with heat resistant panels. As an
optional feature the panels can also be lined
with a mosaic tile for a bespoke aesthetic.
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